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Abstract. The inefficiency of agricultural product logistics  is an important issues hindering the 

development of agricultural economy, and imperfect cooperation mechanism is the key to lead to 

inefficient agricultural products logistics. Profit allocation is the core content of agricultural product 

logistics cooperation mechanism. Two methods of Cooperation allocation are proposed in this paper, 

one  method is based on input, another method is based on output. The article abstracts three basic 

agents of the agricultural product logistics cooperation, they are  peasants, logistics providers, and 

supermarkets. The article states that the interests demanding of virtual alliance participants are 

competitive. On the principle of maximizing the profits , price negotiations are inevitable, which lead 

the virtual union very easy to collapse. By discussion on related agents in cooperation, it analyses the 

necessity of allocation and the effective allocation models of cooperative surplus. 

1 Introduction 

The individual motives based on profits maximization can lead to extremely bad results or serious 

injustice. Having been widely accepted by modern economic, unions become an important means of 

social cooperation. Studies on cooperation of agricultural product logistics services from 

benefit-sharing are of great significance. From view of game cooperation,  this article discusses the 

forming mechanism of alliance and its cooperation model. 

2 Cooperative games and Union 

Definition 1. A cooperative game is the game in which there is at least one constrained contract 

signed after  sufficient consultation. 

In cooperative games, individuals have the goal of achieving Pareto optimality, and then optimize 

individual earnings.  

Definition 2.  Collection of all participants is denoted as { 1, 2, 3,..., }I i i i in . 

Definition 3. To a n-agents game, collection of all participants is I , if the members in  

subset iI I  can reach a binding agreement , Then iI forms a union , . .iI s t .  

3 Union payoff functions and rational allocation 

3.1 Union Payoff 

Definition 4. For  collection of participants I , iI is a union, ( )iu I  is the alliance payoff. 

And, the Union income is not less than the sum of sub-union's income, namely: 

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,u S T u S u T S I T I S T      

3.2 Cooperative Surplus And Rational Allocation 

Definition 5. Cooperative surplus is the difference between union payoff and sum of independent 
income of each player. 

According to this definition, any market transactions are "cooperative" behavior, the existence of 
Cooperative surplus is a prerequisite for any cooperation. 
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Realization of collective rationality in cooperative games is based on individual rationality as basic 
conditions.  

To a n-people game, I  is a n-agents union, and a reasonable allocation scheme 

is 1 2( , ,..., )nD d d d . 

Where, 

(1) i id u , income of a participant from a union cannot be less than that of non-cooperative 

participant. 

(2) 
1

( )
n

i

i

U I d


 , all union payoffs is used for allocation.  

Cooperation is the process that the participants bargain for more allocation from  Cooperative 
surplus. 

Example 1. People A has a product ,and the value is  200 for him. People  B  thinks that it is worth 
of at the minimum value of 300 . How much is the possible price?  

Analysis: B can bid between (200,300) , there may produce a "reasonable" deal, and create a 
cooperative surplus of 100 . For example, b bids 230, the allocation is A:30,B:70 . However, there are 
many reasonable trading price. Which one is fair to both sides? One possible deal is: b bids 250. It 
seems somewhat fair, and the two sides get an equal profit. But, if the two sides don't know the other's 
bottom/top line, the problem will become more complex.  

3.3 Two Methods Of Cooperative Allocation 
(1) Input-based allocation Method 
The partners' investment   contribution is often an important basis for surplus allocation. The 

difficulty is that investment of each participant  is difficult to measure with a uniform scale. Because 
cooperation is always a  complement to every one, they supply different resources to the union. 

Example 2. The two companies launched a cooperation. The big company invest 900, while 
investment of the small company  is 100. The profit of their cooperation is   1200. . How to allocate 
this profit?  

Analysis: If input value can be evaluated according to the "cost" , the  allocation of cooperation 
remaining can be split proportionally according to how much their input is. In this way, partners are 
more likely to accept this plan. 

(2) Output-based allocation methods  
The basic idea of this method is, the bigger one contributes to the Cooperative surplus , the more he 

will get. 
Example 3. A and B can earn 120 , 100 in the market dependently.  If they unite, they can get 250. 

How to distribute their income?  
Analysis: the contribution of participant A  to the union is 250 - 100 = 150 ,while its independent 

income is 120. So, the profit expectation of A is (150+120)/2=135. Similarly, the profit expectation of 
B is  115. Therefore, according the output contribution , allocation plan (135,115)  is a fair result.  

3.4 Shapley Value 
Shapley value is an output-based allocation method. 
The Shapley value is a method for n-agent cooperation to allocate the cooperation surplus.  This 

method makes a rational allocation based on each participant's marginal contribution to the Union, 
making collective and individual rationality in balance .  

Definition 6. The Shapley value [ ]i V is earning expectation of agent i in n-agents cooperation 

( , )I V .  
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where, 
| |S  is the number of agents in S. 

S i  is the participants collection before i join in. 
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   is the probability of the combination S i . 

( ) ( ) [ ]i S V S V S i      is the marginal contribution of participants i.  

4. Agricultural products logistics cooperation game 

In logistics of agricultural products ,there exist three types of participants: farmers, logistics 
providers, supermarkets. Here, we did not take into account the consumers. Because of the high cost 
of consumers cooperation, cooperation may not produce the surplus. 

Table 1 RESOURCES OF PARTICIPANTS 

 
Farmer Logistics providers Supermarket 

Resources 
Agricultural 

products 
Logistics tools 

Sales channels and 

marketing information 

 Table 2  MAIN PROPERTIES OF PARTICIPANTS IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS LOGISTICS 

 
Farmer Logistics providers Supermarket 

Cost C1 C2 C3 

Production q1 - - 

Loss ratio rw1 rw2 rw3 

unsalable qu1 qu2 qu3 

Sales qs1 qs2 qs3 

Unit price p1 p2 p3 

Profit u1 u2 u3 

In one production cycle, cost is agents' payoff under the given resources  condition, and unit price 
refers to the sale price or freight rates of agricultural products based on the total. 

In the above variables, some are  internal control variables of agents, which are can be effectively 
controlled by agents themselves. The increased profits made by improving these variables will be 
exclusively got by each agent. For example, farmers apply advanced science and technology and 
management techniques to improve yields, reduce costs, and increase profits. Logistics providers can 
adopt cold chain technology to reduce the consumption and increase profits. 

These internal variable represents the intrinsic properties and individual abilities of the agents, and 
not effected by "cooperation". 

Here, we discussed mainly in the context of cooperation with constant individual ability. And, this 
paper focuses on how to produce cooperative surplus by the agents' cooperation, thereby increasing 
effectiveness. Cooperation can change some variables, as shown in the following table: 

Table 3  IMPACT OF THE COOPERATION ON THE AGENTS' PROPERTIES 

 
Farmer Logistics providers Supermarket 

Collaboration variables rw1 qu1 qs1 rw2 qs2 rw3 qs3 

Farmer-Logistics 
cooperation 

↓ 
 

↑ ↓ ↑ 
  

Farmer-supermarket 
cooperation  

↓ ↑ 
  

↓ ↑ 

Logistics-supermarket 
cooperation    

↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ 

full cooperation ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ 
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5 Allocation in agricultural products logistics cooperation 

5.1 Payoff Of Virtual Union 
Definition 7. Virtual Alliance is cooperation with non-binding agreements, in which the partners 

directly profit from the market, there is no allocation for cooperation. 

Table 4  PROFITS OF VIRTUAL ALLIANCE  

 
Farmer Logistics providers Supermarket 

no cooperation 100 120 150 

Farmer-Logistics  cooperation 105 130 150 

Farmer-supermarket 
cooperation 

110 120 165 

Logistics-supermarket 
cooperation 

100 126 160 

full cooperation 115 135 180 

 
But a virtual "Alliance" is not stable. The interests demanding of virtual alliance participants are 

competitive. On the principle of maximizing the profits , price negotiations are inevitable, which lead 
the virtual union very easy to collapse. 

Therefore, the virtual Alliance is extremely unstable, and will eventually lead to "non-cooperative" 
status. 

5.2  The Allocation Of Cooperation 
If you want the stability of the union, the residual must be allocated. 
Characteristic payoff functions are as follows: 

Table 5  CHARACTERISTICS PAYOFF OF THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS LOGISTICS COOPERATION 

Union {A,B,C}  {A,B} {A,C} {B,C} {A} {B} {C} 

V (S) 430 235 275 286 100 120 150 

 
Note:  A , B , C respectively refer to farmers, logistics providers and supermarkets.  

Table 6 THE MARGINAL CONTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS 

Union(S) {A,B,C} {A,B} {A,C} {B,C} {A} {B} {C} 

V(S) 430 235 275 286 100 120 150 

( )p S i , 

{ , , }i A B C  

(3 1)!(3 3)!

3!

 
=

1

3
 

(2 1)!(3 2)!

3!

 
=

1

6
 

(1 1)!(3 1)!

3!

 
=

1

3
 

( )A S  430-286 
235-12

0 
275-15

0 
 100   

( )B S  430-275 
235-10

0 
 286-150  120  

( )C S  430-235  
275-10

0 
286-120   150 
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Table 7  PROFITS ALLOCATION OF COOPERATIVE GAME 

 A B C 

( )i V  121 137 172 

6 Conclusions 

There are three basic categories of agents in agricultural products logistics cooperation: farmers, 
logistics providers, and supermarkets. Establishment of cooperation are important methods of raising 
revenue. Equitable allocation is the key to ensure the cooperation continuing effectively. There are 
two methods of allocation, one is based on input, another is based on output. Either allocation method 
is a relatively fair and reasonable, and is a process for all participants to improve their profits. There is 
not an absolutely optimal allocation model. 
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